This paper introduces the frequency response function (FRF)-based continuous convolution and fast Fourier transform (CC-FFT) algorithm to simulate a periodically large contact area rather than the influence coefficient (IC)-based discrete convolution fast Fourier transform (DC-FFT). The former and the latter may be called as a periodic boundary condition (PBC) and a non-periodic boundary condition (nPBC) based on their periodicity. In the calculation, the contact pressure, surface displacement, and surface temperature are analyzed and compared by means of PBC CC-FFT and nPBC DC-FFT.
INTRODUCTION
Most practical tribological surfaces are involved in macroscopic large contact area. One of the practical examples that require a large-area simulation may be the sliding imperfect electrical contact (ImPEC) of rough surfaces [1] . Imperfect electrical contact is subject to electrical current flow through widely distributed contacting asperities of rough surfaces over a large contact area, which may result in high temperature. However, computer simulation on such a large contact area is very limited due to restrictive computational time and costs. Generally, small-area specified calculation domains are modeled for computation due to those computational limitations. However, the specified small calculation domain may have some drawbacks to practically model large contact area. One of them is the edge effect which means the tendency of highest pressure concentrating near calculation edges due to finite widths of simulation domains. Ren and Lee [2] introduced pre-deformation to avoid the edge effect. Ju and Farris [3] had used the extended domain to reduce error on the edge for non-periodic condition.
Continuous convolution and fast Fourier transform (CC-FFT) technique provides a very powerful and straightforward tool for problems explained above. The purpose of CC-FFT [4] is to simulate the contact problems of the periodically infinite or large surface without edge effects when the frequency response function, periodic loading, and surface conditions are known. CC-FFT takes advantage of not only the periodic characteristic of FFT, i.e. the convolution with a periodic function will also give a periodic function, but also the efficiency of FFT, i.e. the successful introduction of a single period of a periodic input into a Fourier series or vice versa.
In this paper, the CC-FFT algorithm is introduced and used to compare with the discrete convolution and fast Fourier transform (DC-FFT) results on rough surface contact under thermo-electro-mechanical consideration. The newly developed CC-FFT algorithm with thermo-electro-mechanical effects is expected to facilitate the solution of such problems as the interaction of large rough surfaces involving imperfect electrical contact (ImPEC).
CC-FFT ALGORITHMS
Deformation analyzed with linear elasticity is the convolution of pressure and a Green's function. The Fourier transformed deformation is the product of the Fourier transformed pressure and the frequency response function, which is the Fourier transformed Green's function. If the pressure (p) is periodic, the corresponding deformation (u p ) is also periodic by the convolution between periodic functions. Let p be the pressure in one period with dimensions of L 1 and L 2 , and u p the deformation in one period due to p and then
, ( (2) which is the Boussinesq type frequency response function with an equivalent Young's modulus E * [5] . Generally, p is irregular for rough contact problems and in a discrete form (
) with intervals ∆ 1 =L 1 /N 1 and ∆ 2 =L 2 /N 2 . It is difficult to find p analytically and therefore, p has to be obtained numerically by using the September 12-16, 2005, Washington, D.C., USA 
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following relationship between fast-Fourier transform (FFT) and Fourier transform,
If the two intervals, ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 , are small enough, the aliasing phenomenon can be neglected, i.e. only the term with r=0 and t=0 is significant in the summation. Under this circumstance, we may have
The p ũ obtained by Eq. (1) 
The above method is denoted continuous convolution fast Fourier transform (CC-FFT) and also Fig. 1 shows the concept of periodic boundary condition (PBC) whose main calculation domain interacts neighbor domains by CC-FFT.
INTERMEDIATE COMPARISON BETWEEN CC-FFT AND DC-FFT
Contact gap calculation results by frictional heating under pressure are described in Fig. 2 . The materials for this simulation are carbon steel ANSI 5120 series pairs. Heat factor is 0.2m/s and load condition is 100N on 1×1 mm 2 calculation domain of the given surface geometry in Fig. 2(a) .
At first, the gap average values are compared at the y=0 planes as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). Average gaps of each condition indicate -0.999 and -0.832 on PBC CC-FFT and nonperiodic boundary condition (nPBC) DC-FFT respectively. The absolute value of the gap by CC-FFT is relatively larger than that of DC-FFT at y=0 plane that is the calculation edge. It is inferred that PBC condition gives much better distributed pressure on the calculation edge than nPBC and thus the PBC edge shows less deformed asperities than that by nPBC.
Contact areas at the y=0 edge are also easily compared in Fig.  2(b) and (c) (see dotted and solid circles.). It is known that the contact area by PBC CC-FFT is smaller than that by nPBC DC-FFT, which means the pressure alleviation effect on the domain edge by PBC CC-FFT.
In the paper presentation, the pressure, temperature and surface displacement will be described in detail and compared with three dimensional calculation results under thermoelectro-mechanical consideration. 
